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FOB HK: 16.10.2020
Further details on page: 38
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Learning about
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ATLASES
OF ANIMAL
COMPANIONS
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FOB HK: 16.10.2020
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CHILDREN
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WONDERFUL
COLOURS

a new book from
a successful series

a new book from
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FOB HK: 20.11.2020
Further details on page: 33

Colours of Habitats

Colours in Nature

Order confirmation: 26.6.2020
FOB HK: 15.1.2021
Further details on page: 40
Atlas of Rivers

ENCYCLOPAEDIAS
FOR YOUNG
READERS
a new book from the series
Order confirmation: 26.6.2020
FOB HK: 8.12.2020
Further details on page: 34

RECORDS OF THE
ANIMAL WORLD
a new book

Encyclopaedia
of Plants, Fungi
and Lichens for
Young Readers

Encyclopaedia
of Animals for
Young Readers

HOW THE
WONDERS OF
THE WORLD
WERE BUILT
a new book

Order confirmation: 5.6.2020
FOB HK: 20.11.2020
Further details on page: 36

Order confirmation: 26.6.2020
FOB HK: 15.1.2021
Further details on page: 45
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age 2–5

NEW

8

Got It!

suitable for

age 3+

illustrated by marie urbánková
written by magda garguláková

book parameters:
Size 180 × 180 mm, 6 spreads,
5 sliders, hardbinding

The Got It! series is a ‘must-have’ for every child’s
bookshelf. It makes learning on important basic
themes such fun that the child reader won’t
feel bored for a second. The eye-catching,
playful cut-out illustrations will help
children find their way around colours,
numbers, shapes and animals from different
surroundings. Thanks to an interactive
mechanism and a simple quiz, every page is
a small adventure for the child who longs
for discovery. Give it a tug and see!

got it!

Colours

got it!

Numbers

other titles
in the series:
got it!

Shapes

got it!

Animals
9

First Words

book parameters:
Size 160 × 160 mm, 7 spreads,

suitable for

age 2+

illustrated by veronika zacharová
written by lenka chytilová

NEW

NEW
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Creative pop-ups

book parameters:
Size 216 × 216 mm, 7 spreads

suitable for

age 5+

illustrated and written by
serafima kosikava

with pop-ups, hardbinding

boardbook with cut-outs

Do you know all the animals on the
farm? Can you name all the different
kinds of weather? Can you talk about things and their
opposites? Besides introducing young readers to some
basic concepts, the First Words series contains a
playful mechanism that will delight them. And thanks
to the cheery, timeless illustrations by Veronika
Zacharová, each visit to its pages
will be a new experience.

This series is tailor-made for children who are keen of
crafting, cooking and learning new things. Each book
contains simple instructions how to create wonderful
crafts or mouth-watering dishes that will amaze their
families and friends. What makes these books special?
They contain pop-up models that show children how
should the crafts or dishes look like. If they want to
learn how to bake delicious muffins or how to make
amazing crafts, books in this series will guide them.

creative pop-ups

first words

Pop-up Cookbook

Big or Small?

other titles
in the series:
first words

Sheep or Hen?

first words

Sunny or Cloudy?

first words

Plane or Boat?

creative pop-ups

Pop-up Crafts
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Peek-A-Pic

book parameters:
Size 210 × 210 mm, 6 spreads,
5 venetian sliders, hardbinding

suitable for

age 3–5

illustrated by ekaterina gaigalova
written by magda garguláková, radka janská,
lenka chytilová

NEW

NEW
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Tracks and
Homes

book parameters:
Size 210 × 210 mm, 7 spreads with

The Peek-A-Pic book series tells short stories on
everyday themes (e.g. weather, feelings) that stimulate
the minds of small children. Look how everything is
moving and changing! As well as beautiful, sensitive
illustrations, the young reader will be treated to a fun
surprise on every page. As the scene in the sliding
window changes, all kinds of situations come into view
– the reader can hardly wait for what will happen next!
So how will it all turn out? Come along and find out!

suitable for

age 3–5

illustrated by carmen saldana
written by radka janská

flaps, hardbinding

peek-a-pic

Weather
tracks and homes

If you got lost in the forest, what would you do? Well,
that very thing has happened to a little fawn. Unhappy
and confused, he has gone off in search of his mum,
following a trail in the soil of the forest. But are these
really tracks left by Mummy Deer? Maybe someone
else went this way. On his expedition, the fawn learns a
lot about all kinds of animals. What makes the squirrel
such a great climber? What do the tracks of a horned
owl look like? Do you know which animal is the
quietest mover, or how a duck uses its legs to swim?
If you help the fawn find his mum, a surprise will await
you under every flap.

Whose Track Is It?

peek-a-pic

Emotions

other titles
in the series:
peek-a-pic

Rescue Workers

tracks and homes

Whose Home Is It?
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Search & Explore
book parameters:
Size 230 × 330 mm, 6 spreads,

suitable for

age 2–5

illustrated by edit hajdu
written by pavla hanáčková

hardbinding

NEW

Where did it go? Quick! Follow it! This series will guide
young readers on their search for a runaway pet. Along
the way, they will help two siblings to find their beloved
lost pet. All children need to do is to peep under the
flaps and search every nook and cranny of each place.
Not only will they learn to name the things they might
not be familiar with, they will also learn to understand
how these things work! It doesn’t matter if they search a
house or a city, we guarantee it will be fun. Searching
and exploring has never been more exciting!

A House Full
of Animals: Find
Hidden Animals
book parameters:
Size 215 × 280mm, 7 spreads, flaps,

suitable for

age 3–5

illustrated by zuzana dreadka krutá
written by sabina konečná

hardbinding

A small hole in the fence, that’s all it took for a great,
fun adventure to start. Curious animals from a nearby
ZOO set out to explore a neighbouring house. They’re
going to search six rooms in total, enjoying their visit
immensely. They’ll take a taste of many goodies, have
a nap, crawl inside wardrobes, climb on shelves, even
jump into the bathtub. Find all 86 animals that have
hidden themselves inside this generously illustrated
interactive book for small readers, and learn many
interesting facts!

search & explore

Our City

sold: Bulgarian, Greek, Italian,
Lithuanian, Slovene, Spanish

search & explore

Our House
sold: Italian, Portuguese for Brazil,
Spanish for LA
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Learning Wheel
book parameters:
Size 170 × 170 mm, 6 spreads,

suitable for

age 2+

illustrated by julie cossette
written by pavla hanáčková

Friends from
the Forest

suitable for

age 2–5

rotating mechanism,
book parameters:

hardbinding

In this series you’ll find funny, colourful books that
teach kids all the basics they need to know. Special
rotating mechanism on the left side of the spread
supports the visual learning and children will learn
everything they need about colours, shapes, numbers,
opposites, seasons and the daily routine. On the right
side of each spread, they will practice other things
connected to each topic. Just turn and learn!

Size 170 × 170 mm, 5 spreads,

illustrated by tomáš kopecký
written by petra bartíková

5 big flaps, board book

Franny Fox, Milo Badger, Tony Hare, Freddy Bear four guys who will guide children through the forest
and teach them colours, opposites, numbers and
shapes. Four board books that feature illustrations with
funny details, and there‘s a flap to lift on every page!

friends from the forest

Franny Fox Looks
for Bilberries
sold: Simplified Chinese, Russian,
Spanish

learning wheel

learning wheel

learning wheel

sold: Spanish & Basque, Italian,
Complex Chinese, Latvian, Greek,
Simplified Chinese, Dutch, French,
Korean

sold: Italian, Complex Chinese,
Hungarian, Lithuanian, French, Greek,
Simplified Chinese, Maltese, Spanish,
Korean

sold: Spanish & Basque, Italian,
Complex Chinese, Hungarian, Latvian,
Greek, Simplified Chinese, French,
Korean

Numbers

Opposites

Shapes

friends from the forest

Milo Badger Looks
for a New Home
sold: Simplified Chinese, Russian,
Spanish

learning wheel

learning wheel

learning wheel

Colours

Seasons

My Day

sold: Italian, Complex Chinese, Greek,
Hungarian, French, Latvian, Simplified
Chinese, Dutch, Maltese, Spanish,
Korean

sold: English for Hong Kong,
Complex Chinese, Estonian, Korean

sold: Complex Chinese, Estonian,
Korean, Lithuanian

friends from the forest

friends from the forest

Freddy Bear
Decorates Mr
Owl’s House

Tony Hare and
His Party in the
Woods

sold: Simplified Chinese, Russian,
Spanish

sold: Simplified Chinese, Spanish
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Explore Animal
Kingdom
book parameters:
Size 230 × 230 mm, 16 pages,
board book

explore animal kingdom

suitable for

age 2–5

illustrated by marcel králik ,
martin šojdr and
magdaléna takáčová
written by petra bartíková

This series of shaped leporello books with all sorts of
cut-out chambers and holes will allow the curious
readers to explore each title inside out. The inhabitants
of each book will tell children how it goes in the place
they live in. Chunky pages, concise texts packed with
fun facts and cute illustrations are just perfect for
younger kids!

Underground

My First Books
of Nature
book parameters:
Size 230 × 270 mm, 28 pages,

suitable for

age 3–5

illustrated by katarína macurová
written by petra bartíková

hardbinding

my first books of nature

Push, dig, boom, cuddle. Gerbils sleep pressed next to
one another in holes with passage ways, which they dig
themselves. Zoom! Gulp! Smack! Frogs use their long
tongues to grab insects, worms
and even small rodents. You will
learn this, and much more, in
your first illustrated books about
nature.

How Animals Sleep

sold: Simplified Chinese, German,
Greek, Portuguese for Brazil, Galician,
Spanish, French, Vietnamese

sold: Simplified Chinese, Estonian,
Russian, Ukrainian, Greek, Slovene,
Vietnamese, Thai, Catalan

explore animal kingdom

At the Water
sold: Simplified Chinese, German, Greek,
Portuguese for Brazil, Galician, Spanish,
Vietnamese

explore animal kingdom

Anthill

sold: Simplified Chinese, Portuguese
for Brazil, German, Galician, Finnish,
Greek, Spanish, Slovene, Complex
Chinese, Italian, English for USA,
Hungarian, Dutch, Vietnamese

explore animal kingdom

explore animal kingdom

Tree

Beehive

sold: Simplified Chinese, Portuguese
for Brazil, Estonian, Italian, Galician,
Greek, Hungarian, German, Slovene,
Spanish, Swedish, Complex Chinese,
English for USA, Vietnamese, Mongolian

sold: Simplified Chinese, Portuguese for
Brazil, Estonian, German, Italian,
Galician, Greek, Lithuanian, Slovene,
Spanish, Swedish, Complex Chinese,
Finnish, English for USA, French, Dutch,
Vietnamese

my first books of nature

How Animals Eat
sold: Simplified Chinese, Russian, Ukrainian,
Greek, Vietnamese, Polish, Thai, Catalan
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Invisible Animals
book parameters:
Size 210 × 210 mm, 7 spreads,

suitable for

age 3–5

illustrated by linh dao
written by pavla hanáčková

Animal
Relationships

suitable for

age 3–5

5 venetian sliders, hardbinding
book parameters:
Size 230 × 210 mm, 32 pages,

invisible animals

Who’s Hiding
in the Forest
and Snow?
sold: Spanish worldwide, Simplified
Chinese, Vietnamese, Italian,
Lithuanian, Polish, Complex Chinese

Books from this series explain
children how animals camouflage
themselves in nature. In each book
five animals are hidden in their
natural habitat and children can uncover them by
pulling the sliding mechanism. Moreover, they will
learn more interesting facts about the camouflage of
each animal. On the last page, children will have
loads of fun while looking for animals that are
hidden in the picture!

illustrated by jana kloučková kudrnová
written by petra bartíková and markéta špačková

hardbinding

How can I tell my chosen one that I like her? If she
bares her teeth at me, does it mean that she likes me or
that I should take to my heels? Relationships aren’t
easy at all. As animals could tell you... In many stories
for children, humans understand the language of
animals only when magic is involved. Abracadabra!
Now they understand all kinds of barking and buzzing.
Who wouldn’t want to understand animal language? If
you’re interested in knowing what animals talk about,
then these are books for you.
animal relationships

Why Crocodiles
Make Waves:
Love between
Animals
sold: French for Europe, English
for Australia, Simplified Chinese

animal relationships

Why Lions
Roar at Lions:
How Animals
Communicate
invisible animals

sold: French for Europe, English
for Australia, Simplified Chinese

Who’s Hiding in
the Desert and
Water?
sold: Spanish worldwide, Simplified
Chinese, Vietnamese, Italian, Polish,
Complex Chinese
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More books suitable
for age 2–5
peek-a-boo

shape books for
young readers

animal pop-ups
Shapes

a pictorial
mini-encyclopedia

The Undersea
World

Everyday Life
at School

sold: Dutch,
Simplified Chinese,
Portuguese for Brazil,
German

sold: Russian,
Simplified Chinese

Animal Babies
around the
Forest

sold: Ukrainian,
Simplified Chinese,
Complex Chinese,
Spanish for LA

sold: Dutch, French,
Simplified Chinese

Life in a Castle
What Will
I Be?

sold: Simplified
Chinese, Portuguese
for Brazil, Slovene,
German

sold: Russian,
Simplified Chinese,
Lithuanian

Animal Babies
on the Farm

Animal
Houses and
Shelters

sold: Dutch, French,
Simplified Chinese

The Mystery
of the Mummy

sold: Ukrainian,
Simplified Chinese,
Complex Chinese,
Spanish for LA

sold: Simplified
Chinese, Portuguese
for Brazil

Wild Animals
from
a Swallow’s
Eye View

animal homes
Animal Colours

In the Forest

sold: Dutch, Finnish,
Italian, Norwegian,
Swedish, Slovene,
Simplified Chinese,
Ukrainian, French
for Europe, Russian,
English for Hong Kong,
Complex Chinese,
Portuguese for Europe,
Spanish for LA

sold: Dutch, French
for Europe, Italian,
German, Vietnamese,
Simplified Chinese

bird’s eye view
discovery

Pirates – The
Treasure of
Hopalong Jack

sold: Simplified
Chinese

sold: Dutch,
Simplified Chinese,
Portuguese for
Brazil, Slovene

Animal Patterns

In the Garden

sold: Dutch, Finnish,
Italian, Norwegian,
Swedish, Slovene,
Simplified Chinese,
Ukrainian, French for
Europe, Latvian, Russian,
English for Hong Kong,
Lithuanian, Portuguese
for Europe, Spanish
for LA

sold: Dutch, French
for Europe, Italian,
German, Vietnamese,
Simplified Chinese

Animals
of the Jungle
sold: Simplified
Chinese, Portuguese
for Brazil

City from
a Sparrow’s
Eye View
sold: Simplified
Chinese, German
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teddy and friends
Teddy in the
Garden
sold: Estonian,
Greek, Complex
Chinese, Simplified
Chinese

Teddy on the
Farm
sold: Greek,
Complex Chinese,
Simplified Chinese

fairy tale encyclopedia

yes or no

In the Garden
with Sleeping
Beauty

tales of nature
Can You
Behave?
Etiquette for
Little Rascals

sold: Simplified
Chinese, Portuguese
for Europe, French,
German for Turkey,
Spanish

Samie the Stork
sold: Estonian,
Simplified Chinese

sold: Simplified
Chinese, Spanish for
Europe, Russian,
Ukrainian

Are You Careful
Enough?
A Guide for
Little Hotheads

On the Site
with the Three
Little Pigs

Rosie the
Raindrop
sold: Estonian,
Simplified Chinese,
English for Hong
Kong

sold: Simplified
Chinese, Spanish for
Europe, Estonian,
Russian, Ukrainian

sold: Lithuanian,
Simplified Chinese,
Portuguese for
Europe, French,
Spanish

little shoes
beat your fear
Teddy in the
Garage
sold: Greek,
Complex Chinese,
Simplified Chinese

In the Ocean
with the Little
Mermaid
sold: Simplified
Chinese, Portuguese
for Europe, French,
Spanish

Joey Learns to
Tie His Shoelaces
Not As Scary
As It Looks …

sold: English for China,
Spanish and Catalan for
Europe, Complex Chinese,
Russian, Portuguese for
Brazil, Vietnamese, Slovene

sold: Ukrainian,
Italian, Spanish for
Europe, Icelandic,
Simplified Chinese,
Complex Chinese,
Vietnamese

Kate Learns to
Tie Her Shoelaces
Teddy in the
Kitchen
sold: Greek,
Complex Chinese,
Simplified Chinese

In the Wood
with Little
Red Riding
Hood
sold: Lithuanian,
Simplified Chinese,
French, German for
Turkey, Portuguese
for Europe, Spanish

sold: English for China,
Spanish and Catalan for
Europe, Complex Chinese,
Russian, Portuguese for
Brazil, Vietnamese

I’m Not Afraid
of the Dark
sold: English for
Australia and NZ, English
for UK, English for USA,
Simplified Chinese,
Ukrainian, Greek, Spanish
for Europe, Portuguese
for Europe, Latvian,
Complex Chinese,
Dutch, Russian, Estonian,
Icelandic, Italian,
Romanian, Swedish,
Vietnamese

other books
Bug Hotel
sold: Simplified
Chinese, German,
Polish
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age 6–8 & 9–12
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Childhood of
Famous People:
from Mozart
to Einstein

book parameters:
Size 215 × 280 mm, 48 pages,

suitable for

age 6–8

NEW

NEW
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Animals Helping
a Man

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by misha bera
written by štěpánka sekaninová

book parameters:
Size 215 × 280 mm, 60 pages,
hardbinding

They have been with us since
time immemorial. Some are
close to us, others we treat
with great respect. And
they help us. Who are
we talking about? Why,
dogs, cats, pigeons,
elephants, fleet-footed
cheetahs, even apparently
super-ordinary geese! Everyone knows that dogs and
horses give humans important help, but how about
geese, cheetahs and dolphins? To find out more, open
this book, feast your eyes on its beautiful pictures and
read the stories about how wild animals became true
friends of humans.

illustrated by tomáš tůma
written by petra texlová, tomáš tůma

hardbinding

Have you ever wandered what were famous people
like when they were kids? How did their childhood
look like? What were their favourite toys and games?
Just open this book and you’ll find out! Inside this
book, you will meet 25 famous people – from Nefertiti
to Mozart or Einstein. Not only is this book packed
with full-colour illustrations and fun facts connected
to each person’s life and lifetime – it will also give you
inspiration and ideas for games you may have never
heard of before! What’s that? Can you hear that? That
must be all the new friends greeting you!
3 CHEETAHS

A CAT WITH A DOG’S NATURE
Although cheetahs are felines, they are
built more like dogs than cats. They are
also more like dogs in their nature, which

They purr like cats, hiss and spit. What they
don’t do is roar menacingly. In any case, they
are much-feared hunters who chase, catch up
with and seize antelopes. That’s right – there
is no one faster than the cheetah. According
to the latest research, the cheetah took its
beautiful spots to its North African homeland
over 100,000 years ago.

121 km/h?
No problem, kitty!

allows them to get close to humans. An
experienced breeder will manage to tame
these fleet-footed beasts, teaching them
to respond to up to twenty commands.
So next time you meet someone walking
a cheetah on a lead, don’t be surprised.

AS FAST AS THE WIND

WHY ARE SO FAST?

The super-elegant cheetah can reach
a speed of 121km/h – when it is truly
hungry and the dash is over no more than
300m. If it were to go any further at top
speed, its body would begin to overheat.

These wild cats are so phenomenally fast
due to their flexible spine and their claws,
which unlike felines, they are unable to retract. These permanently drawn claws give
the cheetah what the spikes on the soles of
running shoes give an athlete. Add to this
a long tail to act as a rudder and it’s no
wonder the cheetah is a champion sprinter.

THE CHEETAH
AS DOMESTICATED
HUNTER

Good
boy!

Archaeologists have more than
once found the mummy of a cheetah in the tomb of a pharaoh. In
ancient Egypt, tamed cheetahs
lived at the royal court. Not only

I can‘t pull my
claws, can I?

were they lovable pets, they
helped a lot with the hunting of
antelopes and gazelles. Because
of their expertise, cheetahs joined
the hunt in India, Persia, Turkey,
China and Hungary.

2

ANIMALS HELPING A MAN – CHEETAHS

3
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Investigation
Underway
book parameters:
Size 215 × 280 mm, 36 pages,

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by anna aňos kubecová
written by sabina konečná , tomáš filipi

Amazing Animals
of the World

book parameters:
Size 240 × 240 mm, 40 pages,

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by zuzana dreadka krutá
written by sabina konečná, jana nová

hardbinding

hardbinding

NEW

NEW

30

Everyone knows that the world is filled with animals
of many different species living in all kinds of places
and behaving in all kinds of ways. The series
Investigation Underway is about those that cause
annoyance, or alternatively great delight, when they
stray into someone else’s neighbourhood (this someone
else mostly being a human). We’re putting out an APB
on these damage-doers, and those of the highest
calibre we will give a certificate. So let us have your
attention, please. Investigation underway!

Boys and girls, ladies and gentlemen,
roll up, roll up! You will hear things you
have never heard before, and you will
see things you have never before seen
– like a frog with a handsome
moustache, a butterfly that looks like a bird, a fish
with its own light, a three-eyed lizard. Allow our book
to present to you all these and many more marvellous
creatures, large and small, from all over the world.
Take a seat, make yourself comfortable, turn the page,
draw aside the curtain – and let the show begin!

investigation underway

Besties
sold: Italian

investigation underway

Pesties

sold: Simplified Chinese,
Spanish, Polish, Italian

31

NEW

32

Atlases of Animal
Companions

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by marcel králik, giulia lombardo
written by ester dobiášová, štěpánka sekaninová,
jana sedláčková, helena haraštová

book parameters:
Size 230  × 280 mm, 108/120 pages,
hardbinding

Dogs, cats, and other animals that can rescue us from
the occasional endless bout of boredom, lovingly
interrupt our peaceful sleep, and end up training us
better than we do them—come meet their breeds and
read suspenseful or adorable stories from the lives of
their heroes.
GREYHOUNDS

INTELLIGENCE:
OBEDIENCE:
ACTIVITY LEVEL: racing dog
GUARDING & BARKING: You’d

These long-legged handsome dogs are aristocratic.
They always think twice before they give you their
paw, or they might just as well ignore you. They can
be loyal companions to their owners. Although they
might be a little bit stubborn at times, they enjoy going
out on a walk, running next to your bike or proudly
participating in a greyhound sprint race.

FAMILY TYPE: yes
LIVING ENVIRONMENT: house with

Atlas of Dogs

book parameters:
Size 240 × 320 mm, 32 pages,

NEW

Don‘t panic my friends! Despite my scary appearance, I‘m really a kind and friendly dog. I‘m even nice
to strangers and visitors, and I hardly ever bark at
them. I would love an owner with a large garden,
where I can run around whenever I feel like it.

a garden

nature's wonderful colours

Colours of
Habitats

AfghaN Hound
GREYHOUND PARK

englIsh

GreyhOund
I used to be a hunting dog but nowadays, I‘m more into dog racing. I can run
at speeds of up to 60 km per hour during
sprints. I like the warmth of a family fireplace and although I don‘t look like it,
I will even move into a flat with you.

My pedigree is full of dog aristocracy and runs
deep into the past. I need an experienced owner who
can train me despite my slightly free-minded and
stubborn character and who will regularly comb
my beautiful silky soft coat.

illustrated by magdalena konečná
written by jana sedláčková , štěpánka

age 6–8

sekaninová

hardbinding

Irish WolfhOund

better lock the door, I rarely bark.

atlases of animal companions

Nature's
Wonderful Colours

suitable for

The series is comprised of unique hand painted
encyclopaedia that will be the reader’s companion
to the wonderful world of colours found in nature.
In each chapter, young readers will learn how to
distinguish the individual colours of nature’s exquisite
palette. Moreover, they will get to know and name
various amazing flowers, herbs, shrubs and trees as
well as various peculiar animals
and fascinating types
of stones. Indulge in
the captivating
world of colours!

otheRs of the
greyHound
famiLy

russIan wolFhounD

4

2.

1.

1. ARAB GREYHOUND (SLOUGHI)
2. PERSIAN GREYHOUND (SALUKI)
3. AZAVAK
4. WHIPPET
5. DEERHOUND

I used to adorn Russian palaces. The aristocracy
often took me with them when they went hunting in the autumn. To this day, I have kept those graceful movements of jumping in the woods
over trunks of trees and over streams. I require
gentle treatment, however, but I will reward you
with the same amount of tenderness and peace.

3.

5.

4.

ATLAS OF DOGS

5

CHAPTER ONE — GREYHOUNDS

nature's wonderful colours

Colours in Nature
EUROPEAN
SHORTHAIR

INTELIGENCE:
STUBBORNESS:
ACTIVITY LEVEL: romper
INCLINED TO RUN AWAY:
CUDDLY: You may pet me whenever

I feel like it.

Despite what you might believe, a savage beast still lives
deep inside me — and so I sometimes miss the times when
I could run freely in the wild. Crouch, turn my ears up,
extend my claws… jump!

crafTy litTle mouSer

appeArancE

tempErameNt

STRONG MUSCLED BODY WITH
A SHORT THICK COAT

Each one of us is unique. That’s because we haven’t been
bred, and unlike other breeds don’t have to meet strict
rules on personality and temperament. We tend to be
smart (naturally), playful, and full of energy, but not
crazy hotheads. An afternoon snooze on a window sill?
Yes, please. What we really love, though, is hunting —
our hunting instincts are very strong.

how i saw

the ligHt of day
The first humans I ever befriended were
the Roman soldiers I accompanied on
their journey around Europe, protecting
their food supplies from hungry rodents
and cheeky birds. I can’t even describe
the respect they showed me! Over time,
I stopped being a wild predator and
turned into a loyal domestic companion,
as well as the terror of all mice that
infest pantries and storerooms.

STRONG LEGS
WITH ROUND PAWS

2

ATLAS OF CATS

Any household cat that has the appearance and temperament
described above can be called a European shorthair, though
it’s true that such a cat is pretty hard to find in village
squares or animal shelters.

Just like wild animals defend their territory, so can I fight
for the right to rule my home. Over time, I may come to accept
a new cat or dog friend, but it usually takes me a while. After
all, I must make sure that my human pack still loves me since
our house is so crowded all of a sudden!

otheR
shorThair
breeDs
1.
1. Chinese Li Hua
2. Australian Mist
3. Desert Lynx Cat
4. American shorthair
5. Mojave Spotted Cat
6. Highlander Shorthair

Atlas of Cats

|nterEstinG facTs

Who are you, |ntruder?

ROUND HEAD WITH FULL CHEEKS

atlases of animal companions

sold: Catalan, Estonian, French,
Italian, Portuguese for Europe, Swedish,
Spanish, Dutch, Finnish, Korean,
Simplified Chinese, Polish,
Russian, Vietnamese

4.

2.

3.

5.

6.

chapTer 1 — eurOpean shoRthaiR

3
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Encyclopaedias
for Young Readers

suitable for

age 6–8

In Motion
book parameters:
Size 270 × 380 mm, 48 pages,
hardbinding

suitable for

age 6–8
illustrated by tomáš pernický
written by šárka fenyková and
štěpánka sekaninová

illustrated by tomáš tůma, tomáš pernický
written by tomáš tůma, tereza němcová

book parameters:
Size 270 × 380 mm, 48 pages,

Some creatures walk, while others run, walk
or swim, or move about in some other way.
Some creatures can only fly or only swim. In
Motion, a series of large-format picture
books, gives you a peep into the lives of
swimmers and floating non-swimmers, flyers
and non-flying aviators. Some of the beautiful
illustrations take you into and under the
water, while others bear you up into the
clouds.

hardbinding

Our planet Earth is like a magician surrounding us by
its wonderful and interesting creations - for example
the animal kingdom or the realms of plants, fungi or
lichens. Who wouldn’t want to know more? A series of
encyclopedias for little readers will guide you through
these realms and reveal their secrets. Through its
beautiful colourfull illustrations and easy to understand
texts this series will introduce you the most famous
and the most interesting representatives from all over
the world. As an addition, it will also show you to
which groups you can sort them into! It‘s an essential
tool every little reader need!

NEW

in motion

All that Floats
with or without
Fins
sold: French, Italian, Simplified
Chinese, Thai, German

encyclopaedias for young readers

Encyclopaedia
of Plants, Fungi
and Lichens for
Young Readers
sold: Simplified Chinese

Shrubs

Like trees, shrubs (bushes) are woody plants.
Unlike trees, however, they don’t have a central
trunk. They branch out at ground level or just
above. Most shrubs are shorter than trees but
taller than grasses and herbs.

You don’t need a ladder to climb us.

✹ Black elder

✹ Dog rose

Elder has many different uses. A medicinal plant, its dried leaves are used to
make tea. Its berries are used to make
syrup rich in vitamin C and wine, while
its wood is used in the production of
musical pipes, whistles and fujaras.

✹ Common snowberry

The stems of the dog rose have small
hooked prickles, which serve as protection against herbivores. Its pink or
white flowers have a pleasant scent.
The hip, its fruit, is a favourite food of
birds; it contains vitamins and is used
to make tea with.

In autumn, the common snowberry
is laden with white berries. If you drop
these berries on the ground and stamp
on them, they make a popping sound.
In winter, the berries are a delicacy
sought after by birds.

Dog rose

Black elder

Tea plant

Common snowberry
Sea-buckthorn

Crimson bottlebrush

in motion

Upland cotton
American witch-hazel
Summer lilac
10

✹ Tea plant
The top leaves of the tea plant are
used to make tea, a drink well known
all over the world. The type of tea
(most notably black, green and white)
depends on the way the leaves are
processed after harvesting.

11

✹ Summer lilac
This plant comes from China.
The sweet, heady smell of its
purple blooms attracts
bumblebees and a great
many butterflies.

✹ Sea-buckthorn
In autumn, this spiny shrub is laden
with orange berries. Filled with vitamins,
these berries are used – in compotes,
jams, syrups and many other delicious
things – to help the human body resist
disease.

✹ Upland cotton
After it flowers, the upland cotton
produces a fruit that contains a seed
covered in fuzz. On ripening, the fruit
bursts, revealing a tuft of cotton inside. These tufts are gathered and processed into cotton fibre for textiles.

✹ American witch-hazel
Witch-hazel flowers in autumn and
winter. When ripe, its fruit shoots
its seeds over distances of up to ten
metres. In the past, dowsers used
sprigs of witch-hazel in their search
for ground water and mineral riches.

✹ Crimson bottlebrush
The striking red flowers indeed look
like brushes for cleaning bottles. When
rubbed, young leaves give off a lemony
scent. The fruit of the crimson bottlebrush is a capsule that remains unopened
until the plant dies or there is a fire.

All that Flies
with or without
Feathers
sold: French, Italian, Simplified
Chinese, Thai, German

encyclopaedias for young readers

Encyclopaedia
of Animals for
Young Readers

sold: Danish, French for Europe,
Italian, Portuguese for Europe, Spanish
for Europe, Simplified Chinese
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NEW
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Records of the
Animal World

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by tomáš pernický
written by oldřich růžička

book parameters:
Size 215 × 280 mm, 32 pages,

Books for Curious
Young Minds
book parameters:
Size 230 × 260 mm, widespread

hardbinding

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by alexandra hetmerová
written by oldřich růžička

460 × 520 mm, 6 spreads with a
gatefold, booklets, hardbinding

The world’s fastest animals can move at the speed of a
state-of-the-art sports car, while there’s one small
creature with the strength of a trained weightlifter.
That’s right, the world’s strongest animal can lift many
times its own weight! And the longest-lived animal
goes on for several hundred years. Fastest, slowest,
strongest, largest, smallest, longest living, furthest
jumping, most poisonous, most beautiful, ugliest,
deepest diving… These and many other recordholders of the animal kingdom fill this book
with unexpected, fascinating facts. So join
us and immerse yourself in the world of
animal supers!

sold: Simplified Chinese

RED KANGAROO

13 m

�� ���� ���� �

12 m

SNOW LEOPARD

HORSE

8m

�� ���� ���� �
❼

4m

��� �

❽

HARE

“Hop out for some wood.”

10 m

����� �

8,95 m

The koala, which lives in Australia, is so lazy that it is active for only
five or six hours of the day. It spends three of these sitting in the
branches of a eucalyptus tree, eating the leaves. For the eighteen
hours after that, it probably won’t move a muscle, spending most
of that time asleep. On waking, ever so slowly it selects another
eucalyptus, after which it spends several hours moving towards the
tree. Having reached it, it picks through the leaves with the utmost
care. When at last it finds one it is prepared to eat, it spends several
dozen minutes chewing on it. The koala is the choosiest and laziest
animal in the world, by some distance.

“Leap along to the shop this
afternoon, will you?”

❻

MIKE POWELL

KOALA

�����������������������

“Jump to it and tidy your room!”

�� ���� ���� �
❺

The art of the long jump doesn’t always require
a sports field with a landing area. Here are
some utterances commonly used by parents.
Don’t they make you wish you could jump like
a white-tailed deer?

EDIBLE FROG

1m

We couldn’t close the chapter without mentioning
a creature that has become practically
synonymous with the long jump. It wouldn’t
stand a chance against our competitors, but its
jumping prowess is remarkable nevertheless.

To give you a little more thinking
time, we will introduce you first to
an animal we have had to disqualify
from our competition, as it would need
the patience of a meditating monk to
measure its speed.

}

RED DEER

����� �

❹

❸

If you think no creature moves more slowly
than you when you’re doing your household
chores, think again. Allow us to introduce some
animals that make you on your way home
from school with a bad mark in maths look like
a racehorse approaching the finish line.

’

14 m

THE WORLD’S SLOWEST ANIMALS

��������������
US athlete Mike Powell is the only
human long-jumper ever to have got
near the 9-metre mark. His record
of 895 cm, achieved in 1991, has still
not been bettered. Let us compare the
performance of the best human longjumper with what animals can do.

sold: Simplified Chinese, French,
Spanish, Ukrainian, Polish

’

WHITE-TAILED DEER

THE HUMAN WHO
CAN JUMP THE FURTHEST

How Art Is Made

’

� ������

❷

books for curious young minds

’

❶

}

Record-breaking
long jumpers
�� ���� ���� �

Books for children just starting school, showing them
how many things that we see around us and use every
day come into being. The young reader will find
descriptions of how everyday items like chairs and
glasses are made, plus how the internet, computer
games, cars and electricity are created. The third part,
which looks at art, explains to children how a film, a
theatre performance and a concert by a symphony
orchestra are put together.

HOUSE FLEA

��������������

No one would wish to find one of these
parasites – animals that obtain nourishment
from another living creature – at home.
It sucks blood from its host and can be a carrier of serious
illnesses. It, too, is a jumper of remarkable powers. Though only
2-3 mm in length, the house fleaPOLA
can jump
35 cm in distance
R up
BEAR
– more than one hundred times its body length. For the sake of
comparison, if a human could jump as well as a flea, they would
The largest predator
mammal in the world
have no problem covering a distance of almost
200ymetres.
that
stands on its hind legs,
the polar bear is over
3 metres tall and weighs
around 700 kg. Yet
a polar bear cub weighs
only half a kilogram at
birth. The polar bear
lives on ice floes and
land
beyond the Arctic Circle.
A hunter of small animals,
seals and walruses, it
also represents a danger
to
humans. It is such a strong
swimmer that it can
cover hundreds of
kilometres in the water.

�����������������

‘

EMPEROR SCORPION 11

������������

boxík

I hope you’re not afraid
of scorpions, because
we’re about to introduc
e you to the very biggest
of them. It lives in Africa
and may grow to be
20 centimetres long.
How horrible it would
be to find such an animal
in your bed! Yet a bite
from an emperor scorpion
will cause nothing
worse than itching, the
effects of which will
soon wear off. Other
kinds of scorpions are
far
more dangerous, however
.

‘

IAN TIGER
������������
�����
SIBER

‘
LION

Being slightly larger
than the lion, it is
the largest feline predator
alive today. Its
typical body length
is over 2 metres, to
which is added a 90-centi
metre-long tail.
The male weighs over
200 kilograms.
Unlike the lion, the Siberian
tiger lives
a solitary life. It preys
on wild pigs, deer
and other, smaller mammals
. Tigers are
found in India, Russia,
Indonesia, Malaysia
and a few other places
in the world.

‘

Squid records
The squid is as high
as a six-storey
building. With a diamet
er of about
30 centimetres, its eye
is the largest
in the animal kingdom
– about the
same size as a human
head.

‘

‘
BLUE WILDEBEEST

������������

About two metres long,
the wildebeest forms
the largest herds. These
herds comprise tens
uals.

of thousands of individ

‘

��

‘
‘
‘

‘

18

Anteater records
Although the anteate
r is not
one of the world’s largest
animals, it holds one
record for
sure. Measuring up to
60 centimetres, its tongue
is longer than that of
any other creature.

books for curious young minds

sold: Bulgarian, English for USA &
Canada & Philippines, Finnish, French
excl. NA, Hungarian, Italian, Polish,
Russian, English for Europe excl. English
speaking countries, Simplified Chinese,
English for China, Complex Chinese,
Spanish, Vietnamese, Thai

sold: French excl. NA, Russian, Italian,
Finnish, English for USA & Canada
& Phillipines, Complex Chinese,
Portuguese for Europe, Korean,
Simplified Chinese, Polish, Spanish &
Catalan, English for China, Bulgarian,
Vietnamese, Lithuanian

Do You Know How
Things Are Made?

������������������

The magnificent lion
may not be the very
largest feline
predator, but it is consider
ed by all to be the king
of
the animals. An adult
lion weighs around 180
kg and
is almost 2 metres
long. Most lions live
in Africa and
a small area of India.
The lion could be a record
holder
in doing nothing, as it
rests for up to 20 hours
a day.

books for curious young minds

GIANT SQUID

������������

We know very little
about this deep-ocean
dwelling cephalopod,
and there are not many
photographs of it. But
we know for sure that
it is
one of our planet’s largest
creatures – the length
of the body and eight
arms of the largest individua
l
seen was 18.5 metres
.

‘

19

How Things
Are Made

37

NEW
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Fairytale
Encyclopedia

book parameters:
Size 240 × 240 mm, 9 spreads
with a gatefold, hardbinding

fairytale encyclopedia

Observing the
Plants of the
Forest with
Hansel and
Gretel

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by jakub cenkl, tomáš kopecký,
linh dao, alžbeta božeková, magda andresová
written by sabina konečná, lenka adamcová,
jana sedláčková, štěpánka sekaninová,
tom velčovský

When Hansel and Gretel got lost in the
forest, they of course suddenly came upon a
strange cottage made out of gingerbread, but on the
other hand, they also learned a lot of forest trees,
plants and fruits on their way through the forest. And
just as Hansel and Gretel, also the Red Riding Hood
did not only met the wolf but also many other forest
animals, Sleeping Beauty learned everything about the
garden, and the Snow White, thanks to the dwarves,
understood that even deep underground it‘s very lively
and far more interesting than it might seem on the
first sight. The whole series of Fairy-tale Encyclopaedias
is based on these famous fairy tales and aims to convey
to young readers all the beauty of the world in a fun
and attractive way. Not only can they read their
favourite story, they can also unfold seven richly
illustrated maps and learn everything they should
know in their lifes but a fairy tale story cannot offer.
This is an unusual combination of a fairy tale and
encyclopaedia in one with lots of illustrations and
loads of information, such are the individual titles of
the Fairy-tale encyclopaedias series.

fairytale encyclopedia

Discovering the
Underground with
Snow White

fairytale encyclopedia

Learning about
the Garden with
Sleeping Beauty

fairytale encyclopedia

Observing the
Animals of the
Forest with Red
Riding Hood
39
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Atlases for Children

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by tomáš tůma
written by štěpánka sekaninová

book parameters:
Size 230 × 260 mm, widespreaded
460 × 520 mm, spreads with
gatefold + booklets, hardbinding

If you were to look at our planet from above, you would
see that it is interwoven with rivers like so many ribbons.
Some of these rivers are wild, some long, fast-flowing,
deep or shallow. Water-lovers and reluctant swimmers
alike are sure to be fascinated by characteristics of the
world’s rivers. What do they look like? Who makes a
home in them? What do they flow past? Which rivers
are of vital importance to humanity? Which are crystal
clear, and which gleam with all colours?
Which are considered sacred? Open this
book and unfold its six maps to embark
on a grand expedition along the
world’s most interesting rivers, by
kayak, dinghy and other boats
besides.

NEW

atlases for children

Atlas of Rivers

atlases for children

atlases for children

atlases for children

sold: Polish, Russian, Greek, Romanian,
Complex Chinese, Dutch, English for USA,
Italian, Portuguese for Europe, Simplified
Chinese, Bulgarian, Mongolian, Latvian,
Thai, English for China, Spanish for Latin
America, Georgian, Serbian, Lithuanian,
Spanish

sold: Complex Chinese, Dutch, English
for USA, Georgian, Greek, Italian,
Simplified Chinese, Latvian, Thai,
Korean, Portuguese for Europe, Slovene,
English for China, Spanish, Mongolian,
Serbian

sold: Bulgarian, Complex Chinese,
Dutch, English, Greek, Italian,
Simplified Chinese, Slovene, Thai,
Mongolian, Spanish for Latin
America, English for China, Serbian,
Portuguese for Europe

atlases for children

atlases for children

atlases for children

World Atlas

Animal Atlas

Space Atlas
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sold: Simplified Chinese, Estonian,
Italian, Portuguese for Europe,
Mongolian, Complex Chinese, Slovene,
Thai, Lithuanian, Spanish, Vietnamese
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Atlas of the
Prehistoric World
sold: Complex Chinese, Greek,
Simplified Chinese, Slovene, Bulgarian,
Italian, English for USA and Canada and
Phillipines, Russian, Portuguese for
Europe, Thai, Spanish for Spain, Spanish
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sold: Simplified Chinese, Greek,
Italian, Polish, Bulgarian, Portuguese
for Europe, Spanish
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atlases for children

atlases for children

atlases for children

sold: Simplified Chinese, Ukrainian,
Complex Chinese, Mongolian

sold: Dutch, Greek, Italian, Spanish,
Simplified Chinese

sold: Greek, Italian, Slovene, Spanish,
Simplified Chinese

How the
World Works

Atlas of Lunar
Adventures

Atlas of Volcanoes
for Children
41
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A Bunch of
Questions
and Answers
book parameters:
Size 230 × 280 mm, 8 spreads
with pull tabs, flip-flaps, rotating

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by inna chernyak
written by pavel gabzdyl, pavla hanáčková,
tereza makovská

What Happens
When the Weather
Changes?
book parameters:
Size 215 × 280 mm, 48 pages,

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by misha bera
written by sabina konečná , tereza marková

hardbinding

mechanisms, hardbinding

a bunch of questions and answers

Children are curious and they ask a lot of questions.
That’s something each parent knows. Why is the sky
blue? Why do we sneeze? And where does the wind
come from? Books from this series will give them
answers to these questions. And even more! On sixteen
pages, they can find 80 questions about various
topics – about nature, weather, human body, space,
geography and even about society, history or science.
Not only do these books educate them, children will
also have fun with various mechanisms that accompany
both titles. Pull tabs, flip-flaps and rotating
mechanisms will make learning fun.

Have you ever wondered about the shape of a raindrop?
Or why the wind blows? Or where snow comes from?
Or what happens when a storm comes? Or what
a hoarfrost is? You will find answers to these questions
and many others in this book, which is all about an
immensely interesting subject – weather. Your guide will
be none other than Rosie the tree frog, a meteorologist
of great experience. So what are you waiting for? Grab
Rosie’s foot and let her show you what happens
when the weather changes!
sold: Simplified Chinese, Vietnamese,
French, Italian, Slovene, Spanish

Astounding
Questions from the
Fabulous World of
Planets
sold: Simplified Chinese, Bulgarian,
Spanish, Estonian, Lithuanian

a bunch of questions and answers

a bunch of questions and answers

sold: Spanish, Ukrainian, Estonian,
Slovene, Greek, Simplified Chinese,
Lithuanian

sold: Spanish, Ukrainian, Hungarian,
Slovene, Greek, Simplified Chinese

The Tricky
Questions of
Smartie Joey

The Tricky
Questions of
Prier Maya

a bunch of questions and answers

Everything You’ve
Ever Wanted to
Know About the
Moon
sold: Bulgarian, Complex Chinese,
Simplified Chinese, Vietnamese
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Encyclopedia of
Ordinary Things
book parameters:
Size 215 × 280 mm, 88 pages,

suitable for

age 6–8

NEW
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illustrated by eva chupíková
written by štěpánka sekaninová

How the Wonders
of the World
Were Built

suitable for

age 9–12

hardbinding
book parameters:

They’re all around us. We use them daily, pass them by,
and it never occurs to us to stop and think about where
they came from. What, you ask? The most ordinary
things in the world, of course! Shoes, umbrellas,
toothbrushes, toothpicks, socks, dolls, and so on and so
forth. How did they come to be? Who invented them,
how did they develop and change over time? If you’d
like to know the answer to these questions, to peek
behind the curtain that drapes the most ordinary
stuff in mystery, then definitely read on and learn
the story of common things.

Size 240 ×320 mm, 48 pages,

illustrated by tomáš svoboda
written by ludmila hénková

hardbinding

sold: Simplified Chinese, English
for India, Latvian, Bulgarian,
Spanish, Vietnamese,
Hungarian, Korean
sold: Korean, Simplified Chinese,
Italian, Slovene, Spanish

Unlimited
working hours!
Those who expected to find their
peace after the construction was
completed were disappointed.
Once everything was finished,
the gardens had to be
maintained. And again, that
required a great deal of working
staff. What did they have to do?
Fertilizing, aerating, planting,
weeding, maintaining, grassing,
mowing, cutting, shortening,
breaking... We know about all
that. The most demanding task,
however, was irrigation.

Get to work!
The construction of the Hanging
Gardens required enormous human
resources. Fortunately for the king
and unfortunately for the captives,
Nebuchadnezzar had many slaves
that he had enslaved during his many
conquests. Thousands of people worked
on the construction, including slaves,
architects, engineers, builders, material
carriers – who mainly transported
a huge volume of soil, as well as
plants and exotic trees – and brick
manufacturers.

Each one was unique, its beauty and magnificence
lauded by the greatest poets and writers of the age.
Everyone longed to see for themselves the Wonders of
the World: the Colossus of Rhodes, the majestic
Pyramids of Giza, the Lighthouse of Alexandria, which
withstood earthquakes and gales, the spellbinding
Statue of Zeus at Olympia, the breathtaking Temple of
Artemis in Ephesus, the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus,
the Hanging Gardens of Babylon, inspiration for so
many myths and legends. Just one of them survives
today. But with us you can go back in time and learn
the secrets of how these gems of ancient architecture
were created. The building of each comprised so many
details and small jobs, so much daily grind and
sustained effort, with or without the help of
machines.

Asphalt
and mortar
To make the construction solid,
workers reinforced the bricks
with clay mortar and asphalt
and often added plaster to the
mortar. Where the joints had to
be sealed, lead was poured over
the bricks. Asphalt and felspar,
also called bitumen, were often
used as well.

Ishtar’s lion
The city surrounded by walls accessible
through gates. The most famous one
is the Ishtar Gate. Its corner was right
next to the royal palace. It was lavishly
decorated with symbols of gods. There
were mighty dragons, symbols of
the god Marduk, as well as large bulls
celebrating the god of thunderstorms
Adad and, above all, symbols of the
goddess Ishtar, noble lions.

Archimedean
screw

UNFIRED
BRICKS

By turning the screw, the
builders were able to take up
water and irrigate hard-to-reach
places.

SHIPS
CARRYING
MATERIAL

FIRED
BRICKS

Bricks
Bricks were needed the most.
Why? Babylon was located in
an area with a lack of stone and
wood. Stone was imported and
only used in exceptional cases
for selected structures. Fired and
unfired bricks were mostly used
in the construction industry.
Unfired bricks, which were
hollow and filled with clay, were
used to build the foundations.
Fired bricks, were used as
cladding and at stress points.

14

GLAZED
BRICKS
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Famous Animals
and Pets of the
Famous

suitable for

age 9–12

Atlas of Extinct
Animals
book parameters:
Size 230 × 330mm, 88 pages,

illustrated by collective of illustrators
written by štěpánka sekaninová

book parameters:
Size 230 × 330 mm, 96 pages,

hardbinding

suitable for

age 9–12

illustrated by pavel dvorský,
jiří grbavčic
written by radek malý

hardbinding

“Mom, please, please, let’s get a dog or a cat!” there is
most probably no parent accross the globe who may
have never had to face a similar wish of their kids. But
don’t be confused, not only just do children long for a
living pet, but also outstanding artists, great rulers of
ancient empires or warlords throughout the whole
history of human kind have always wanted to have
their own little animal that they would love. No matter
whether it‘s ordinary or exotic. But animals are not just
cute silent faces to cuddle, they can also bravely save
people’s lives during war conflicts or in critical
situations. Do you not believe? There are about 45
stories introducing glorious, valiant and brave animals
as well as the darlings of famous celebrities in this
publication that will surely convince you. There are texts
full of interesting information completed with
illustrations from well-known Czech and Slovak artists.

sold: Simplified Chinese,
Vietnamese

sold: Spanish for LA, Estonian, French,
Spanish for Europe, Hungarian, Polish,
Vietnamese, Simplified Chinese

Humanity is currently living
through the sixth mass
extinction event in Earth’s
history. As well impacting on the environment and the
evolution of the planet, the dying out of animal species
may affect us, too – our proud claim to be lords of
creation notwithstanding. In this book, award-winning
poet Radek Malý sheds light on this alarming fact by
telling the stories of selected extinct species and
studying the causes of their sad demise. The largeformat Atlas of Extinct Animals is supplemented with
beautifully expressive full-page illustrations by gifted
artist Jiří Grbavčic and detailed pictures by renowned
scientific illustrator Pavel Dvorský. By losing yourself
in this book, you will bring back to life all 41 of its
heroes. Give the fate of the Blue Planet some serious
thought. It is in your hands.

Marquis de Lafayette's
wild alligator
Gilbert du Motier, Marquis de Lafayette

4

maybe with relief. Adams became quite

was an intrepid soul. In his native France,
he commanded the National Guard during

fond of the apparently heartless creature.
He gave it an unfurnished room of its own

the Revolution. In America, he fought in
the Battles of Brandywine and Yorktown

in the East Wing of the White House, together with a good-sized bathtub, so that

for independence, freedom and democracy.
And he triumphed. So it’s no surprise that
his later visit to the land across the pond
was a triumph, too. Wherever he and his
stagecoach reached, he received an enthusiastic welcome, and he was showered with
gifts of all shapes and sizes. It was then
that someone came up with the idea that

it could live well and happily. And as President Adams was a joker, he had great fun
using the sharp-toothed animal – which
people with imagination took for a fairy-tale dragon – to scare unsuspecting guests
and visitors to the president’s residence.
After a while Mrs Adams tired persuaded
her husband to move their green house-

nothing smaller than an alligator was a fit
tribute for the gallant nobleman, soldier
and general. That’s right – a predator with

mate out of the White House. Lafayette’s
and Adams’s alligator was sent away to the
exotic wilderness of Africa.

teeth as sharp as Lafayette’s sharpest

5

No one knows how much of the story

sabre. The general behaved with full military courtesy. He accepted the alligator
without hesitation and took it along as he

of the Marquis de Lafayette’s strange gift
is true. Many historians have searched for
it in the annals of French and American

continued on his American pilgrimage. But

history; it seems that none of them has

the green pet didn’t make it to France with
him. Before his departure, Lafayette presented it to his friend John Quincy Adams,

found in all the papers and documents
any mention of an alligator in a White
House bathtub. So it’s up to us whether

the new president – maybe in sorrow,

we believe it.
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All about...
book parameters:

suitable for

age 6–8+

illustrated by matej ilčík

Wonders of the
Animal World

suitable for

age 6–8+

Size 215 × 280 mm, 64 pages,
pocket with a folding poster,
hardbinding

all about...

All about the
Feather

Nature is full of fascinating creatures. Have you
noticed how diverse, yet similar can some things be?
Take eggs or feathers for instance: their features may
vary across the whole animal kingdom. Eggs are always
at the beginning of a new life – yet they come in
different sizes, shapes and colours. Don’t be fooled:
birds aren’t the only animals capable of laying eggs!
And what about that feather that lies under the tree?
Feathers are as diverse as the birds that wear them to
suit their habitat. Many birds make a feather bed in
their nests to lay their fragile eggs on; the feathers of
some males can even make them more successful
in attracting their future bride! Learn about
the most interesting species in the
bird kingdom and their eggs or
feathers – on a large-format
poster too!

book parameters:
Size 250 × 250 mm, widespreaded

illustrated by jana kloučková kudrnová
written by markéta špačková

500 × 500 mm,32 pages + 3 maps,
hardbinding

wonders of the animal world

Wanderers of the
Animal World
sold: French, Dutch, German, Complex
Chinese, Spanish, Simplified Chinese

The animal world is full of surprises … Certain known
ones which impress and fascinate every day, and those
still not yet discovered. Animals include certain record
holders which can travel at an incredible speed and
cover long kilometres in distance. The Arctic tern, for
example, a small bird with a red beak and legs which
flies all around the world each year! Reindeer, exotic
butterflies or long-legged storks also migrate in order
to escape from the winter. And then there are those
who bravely face out the winter. How? Why don’t you
come with us and take a look! The book contains
3 large-format fold-out maps where you will find out
about more than 80 animals!

sold: Simplified Chinese, French for
for Europe, Portuguese for Europe,
Vietnamese, Italian

written by
marie kotasová adámková

all about...

All about the Egg
sold: Estonian, French for Europe,
Italian, Slovene, Simplified Chinese,
Complex Chinese, Spanish for Chile,
German, Polish, Vietnamese, Thai

written by
markéta nováková,
eva bártová,
blanka sedláková

wonders of the animal world

Wild Animals in
the Winter World
sold: French, German, Complex
Chinese, Spanish, Simplified Chinese
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Take me Home
book parameters:
Size 240 × 240 mm, 13 spreads,

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by linh dao
written by pavla hanáčková

hardbinding

take me home

Forests
of the World
sold: Korean, Simplified Chinese, Greek,
Polish, Slovene, Spanish for Europe,
Hungarian, Italian

Amazing Nature

suitable for

age 6–8+

illustrated by linh dao
written by pavla hanáčková

book parameters:
Size 215 × 280 mm, 36 pages
hardbinding

Take Me Home book series guides readers through
various places: be it different types of forests or various
types of bodies of water. Titles in this series are
accompanied by cute and funny illustrations and are
packed with fun facts. That’s why they will make great
companions for readers, who are interested in nature
and want to get to know it even better! And what
about those readers, who are fond of adventure? They
won’t be disappointed either. On 13 spreads, they will
become a part of a cute group of friends, and together
they will explore various types of forests and waters.
The readers can guess what place each animal calls
home. After reading the book, they will know for sure.
It doesn’t matter how old readers are – everybody will
have loads of fun while reading this series!

Take a look around – does it look like everything in
the wild is all right? Have you noticed the litter strewn
everywhere, the withering trees, or the dying plans?
Do you feel like you see certain plants and animals less
and less? No wonder – we, the people, have made it
pretty warm for the wild. Soon, the only way for us to
know certain kinds of animals will be the pictures.
People are on the rise and nature is in decline. We fell
trees, settle formerly unexplored places, and rob
animals and plants of their homes. If you want to help
the wild, then don’t hesitate to read on! You’ll learn
what places, animals, and plants are in danger and how
you can lend them your helping hand.

amazing nature

Animals in
Danger or
How We Can
Help Them
sold: Slovene, English for
Australia, Romanian, Simplified
Chinese, Italian, German,
Spanish, Vietnamese

take me home

Waters
of the World
sold: Korean, Simplified Chinese, Greek,
Polish, Slovene, Spanish for Europe,
Hungarian, Italian

amazing nature

Unlikely
Friendships
in Nature
sold: French for Europe,
Simplified Chinese,
Ukrainian, English for
Australia and New Zealand,
English for UK and USA and
Canada, Polish, Vietnamese,
Korean for Korea, German,
Slovene, Estonian, Russian,
Complex Chinese, Spanish,
Thai

amazing nature

How Animals
Adapt to
Their Surroundings
sold: Complex Chinese,
Polish, Russian, Simplified
Chinese, Swedish, Ukrainian,
Vietnamese, Korean for
Korea, English for Australia
and New Zealand, German,
Italian, Slovene, Romanian,
Spanish, Thai, English for NA

amazing nature

How Animals
Care for
Their Young:
Parenting
Styles in
the Animal
World
sold: Korean for Korea,
English for Australia and
New Zealand, Italian, Dutch
Simplified Chinese, Finnish,
Slovene, Romanian, Spanish,
Thai, Vietnamese

amazing nature

Myths and
Stereotypes
about
Animals
sold: Complex Chinese,
Polish, Russian, Simplified
Chinese, Ukrainian,
Vietnamese, Korean for
Korea, French, Slovene,
Portuguese for Europe,
Hungarian, Lithuanian,
Spanish, Thai, English for NA
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Remarkable
Works of Art
around the World

suitable for

age 6–8

A World Atlas of
Ghosts and Friends

Size 215 × 280 mm, 68 pages,

illustrated by jakub cenkl
written by štěpánka sekaninová

age 6–8

hardbinding

illustrated by patrik antczak
written by petra bartíková, štěpánka sekaninová
and katarína belejová

sold: French, Latvian, Italian

Allow us to introduce you to the world’s strangest
creatures! Would you like to know what they look like
in Europe, Asia and other continents? Then read A
World Atlas of Ghosts and Friends. From the seven
maps in this book, you’ll discover which creatures are
dangerous and which are as meek as
lambs. You’ll also learn what to expect
from them and, if you happen to run
into them, how to defend yourself.
Learn about the ghosts and friends of
all continents, and overcome your fear!

book parameters:
Size 230 × 330 mm, 88 pages,

book parameters:

suitable for

hardbinding

Paintings, sculptures, remarkable buildings, architects,
interesting towns and cities, artists, unique skills and
enormous talents. That is the essence of this book
series. Those interested in watercolours, crayons,
paintings and drawings, modelling clay, sculptures and
sculpture groups will be very pleased. Atypical
buildings, medieval cathedrals, rampant baroque period
or slender antique columns, interesting towns and
cities or faultless musical instuments - these and many
more are described in the series. Lovers of manmade
works of art, whether beautiful, peculiar or
extraordinary, will be more than satisfied.
remarkable works of art
around the world

The Stories
of Musical
Instruments

sold: Simplified Chinese, Greek,
Spanish

Our World
of Adventure
book parameters:
Size 257 × 228 mm, widespreaded
514 × 456 mm, 8 spreads with

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by jakub cenkl
written by štěpánka sekaninová
and helena haraštová

gatefold + booklets, hardbinding

remarkable works of art
around the world

The Stories
of Interesting
Buildings
sold: Simplified Chinese, Korean,
Slovene, French for Europe, English for
Australia, Russian, Ukrainian, Complex
Chinese

remarkable works of art
around the world

The Stories
of Pictures &
Sculptures
sold: Simplified Chinese, Korean,
French for Europe, English for Australia,
Russian, Greek, Ukrainian, Complex
Chinese, Spanish

remarkable works of art
around the world

The Stories
of Interesting
Towns and
Cities
sold: Korean, Simplified Chinese,
Spanish, French

our world of adventure

our world of adventure

sold: Estonian, Polish, Simplified
Chinese, Complex Chinese, Spanish
for LA, Spanish for Europe

sold: Estonian, Simplified Chinese,
Greek, Italian, Spanish for LA,
Spanish for Europe

Delicacies From
Around the World
with Chef Vincent

Adventures
around the
World with Lily

There is always something to
discover when we travel, as
the Our World of Adventure
book series shows. In six
richly illustrated foldout
maps, the reader will travel
the length and breadth of the
Blue Planet, learn lots of new
things and delight in the
splendid, humorous pictures.
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Similar, yet
Different

suitable for

age 6–8

Book in a Book
book parameters:
Size 290 × 350 mm. The book contains:

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated by lukáš fibrich, jan smolík
written by štěpánka sekaninová

an Explorer‘s Diary with an adventure
book parameters:
Size 200 × 200 mm, 44 pages

illustrated by ana miminoshvili
written by jana sedláčková , pavla

story and lots of informations about
hanáčková

ancient Egypt, an Encyclopaedia
of Egyptian Curiosities, flaps, letter

+ 18 gatefolds, hardbinding

envelopes, an original Archaeologist‘s

similar, yet different

Wild and Tame
Animals
sold: Simplified Chinese, Russian ,
Vietnamese, French for Europe, Italian,
Estonian, Spanish

The origin of some animals can be traced back to their
wild ancestors. No wonder we can still see some crazy
features in their tamer counterparts! Moreover, there
are many creatures in the animal kingdom that look
like two peas in a pod. But take a closer look! This
series will explain to children the differences as well as
similarities between similar-looking animals. Don’t
only take their appearance into account - their nature,
behaviour and habitat are really important, too! Bold,
modern illustrations complement the concise, yet
information-packed texts. Just open one of the
gatefolds and discover what makes each animal unique
and different from its companion!

Notebook, a plan of a pharaoh‘s tomb
and an Egyptian alphabet.

Discover this outstanding series of large-format
children’s books. Each book contains a number of great
inserts - including diaries, letter envelopes, a miniencyclopaedia, a map, a diagram, an amulet, a proper
pirate’s tattoo, an archaeologist’s notebook and an
Egyptian alphabet - that instantly draw the reader into
the action. Let’s go on an adventure!

book in a book

On the Trail of the
Sacred Scarab
sold: Simplified Chinese, Italian

Bison

Cow

The bison has lots of shaggy, brown

The cow grazes peacefully in mountain meadows filled with fresh and juicy

hair all over its body. When it runs
through the grassy prairie, it leaves behind

grass. One would think it had nothing to

a thoroughly churned up trail and clouds of

do all day but chew every mouthful over and

dust. In winter, it uses its humped neck to

over again. The only ones who don’t need to

clear away the snow, so it can find

chew are small calves – they are fed by

enough food for itself in the cold

their mother with milk from

season. Such a clever animal!

her udder.

Lazy
grazer

Shaggy
giant

book parameters:
similar, yet different

Animal Lookalikes
sold: Simplified Chinese, Russian,
French for Europe, Italian, Spanish

book in a book

Journey to the
Treasure Island
sold: Simplified Chinese, Italian

Size 290 × 350 mm. The book contains: a Ship‘s Log with an
adventure story and lots of informations about pirates, an
Encyclopaedia of Famous Pirates, flaps, letter envelopes, a proper
pirate‘s tattoo, a large foldout map and a magic amulet.
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The Big Books of …
book parameters:
Size 215 × 280 mm, 24 pages
+ 10 gatefolds, hardbinding,
glow-in-the dark ink (A Big Book
of the Dark) or spot UV (A Big Book
of the Underground, A Big Book of
Snow and Ice) on cover

suitable for

age 6–8

People sleep at night. Underground there’s nothing but
pitch-black soil. No flowers grow under the snow.
Really? What if things are not as we readers believe
them to be? The Big Books series shows us what goes
on in places we can’t see. Night can be a busy time,
things are livelier underground than we might think,
and snow can keep things nice and warm. Features of
the Big Books series include full-page illustrations with
openable flaps, pages filled with interesting facts and
charming pictures. The Big Books allow young readers
to explore places and situations which their parents
would never allow them to visit alone.

Technical Tales
book parameters:
Size 220 × 220 mm,60 pages,

suitable for

age 6–8

illustrated and written
by martin sodomka

hardbinding

technical tales

How to Build
a Railway
sold: Russian, Ukrainian, Simplified
Chinese, Vietnamese, Lithuanian

Not all our favourite stories are about princesses,
dragons and lovestruck princes. What if the heroes
were a rat, a sparrow and a handy frog? And what if
those three didn’t set anyone free, get into any fights, or
claim a reward of half a kingdom with a young
princess thrown in? What if, quite simply, they built an
aeroplane, a car, a house, a motorcycle and a railway?
The amusing, highly popular story of the three friends
of the ‘Technical Tales’ series proves that stories for
children don’t have to wear a crown. With these books,
young readers will laugh, enjoy Martin Sodomka’s
delightful illustrations and learn all they need to know
about how certain things are built.

Board Books
book parameters:
Size 105 × 100 mm, 12 pages
the big books of …

the big books of …

A Big Book of the
Underground

A Big Book of
Snow and Ice

illustrated by jiří franta
written by helena haraštová

illustrated by marta daeuble
written by štěpánka sekaninová

illustrated by niké papadapulosová
written by štěpánka sekaninová

sold: Simplified Chinese, English for
UK and USA and Canada, Polish, Latvian,
Complex Chinese, Russian, Korean,
Greek

sold: Simplified Chinese, Latvian,
English for Australia and New Zealand,
English for UK and USA and Canada,
Complex Chinese, Russian, Korean

sold: Simplified Chinese, Latvian, English
for UK and USA and Canada, Complex
Chinese, Russian

A Big Book of
the Dark

the big books of …

Full page
illustrations

Arnie’s
Workshop

technical tales

How to Build
a House

Arnie’s
Construction

sold: Danish, English, Russian, Turkish,
Ukrainian, Simplified Chinese, Vietnamese

Opening
fold-outs

technical tales

technical tales

technical tales

sold: Danish, French, German,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish, Ukrainian,
Lithuanian, Simplified Chinese,
Vietnamese, Romanian

sold: Danish, Russian, Turkish,
Ukrainian, Simplified Chinese,
Romanian , Vietnamese, Finnish

sold: Danish, French, German,
Lithuanian, Polish, Russian, Spanish,
Turkish, Ukrainian, Romanian, Simplified
Chinese, Vietnamese, Finnish

How to Build
a Plane

How to Build
a Motorbike

How to Build
a Car
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More books suitable
for age 6–8 & 9–12
other books

a nature
lover’s guide

when i grow up,
i'll become
Choose a Pet …
and Learn to
Care for It
sold: Simplified
Chinese, Finnish, Greek,
Portuguese for Europe,
Complex Chinese

a year in nature

sold: Simplified
Chinese, French for
Europe, Russian,
Bulgarian, Italian,
Polish, Slovene,
Estonian

sold: Estonian,
Vietnamese

Choose a Plant …
and Learn to
Care for It
sold: Simplified
Chinese, Greek,
Portuguese for Europe,
Complex Chinese

A Year in the
Garden
Urban Legends:
”True“ Horror
Stories from
City Streets

sold: Simplified
Chinese, French for
Europe, Russian,
Bulgarian, Italian,
Lithuanian, Polish,
Slovene

sold: German

history
Beaver Does
His Business:
What Animals
Leave Behind
sold: Simplified
Chinese, Vietnamese

sold: Serbian,
Russian, Ukrainian,
Slovene, Simplified
Chinese, Lithuanian

A Year in the
Woods

Adventures
of Crime and
Punishment

Where the

What’s Your
Craft?

Fashion
History

children around
the world

What’s Your
Job?
sold: Hungarian,
Lithuanian, Polish,
Russian, Ukrainian,
Sorbian, Bulgarian,
Korean, English for
UK and USA, French,
German, Slovene,
Mongolian

How Children
Live around the
World
sold: Russian,
Slovene, Simplified
Chinese, Korean, French
for Europe, German,
Italian, Romanian,
Vietnamese

sold: Complex
Chinese, English,
French, Polish,
Bulgarian, Simplified
Chinese, Lithuanian,
Russian, Slovene,
Croatian

How Children
Celebrate
Holidays around
the World

History of
Warriors

Christmas
around the
World

yesterday & today
Town
sold: Simplified
Chinese, Russian,
Complex Chinese,
Ukrainian

sold: Russian,
Slovene, Simplified
Chinese, French for
Europe, German,
Vietnamese

Home
Outside Space
and the Basics of
Modern Physics
sold: Simplified
Chinese, Russian,
Galician

sold: Polish, Russian,
Slovene, Bulgarian,
Ukrainian

sold: Simplified
Chinese, Russian,
Complex Chinese,
Ukrainian

sold: Russian,
Slovene, Simplified
Chinese, Korean,
Greek, French for
Europe, Romanian,
Vietnamese
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how animals live

time traveller

In Burrows
and Dens

Prehistory
sold: Simplified
Chinese, Hungarian,
Russian, Turkish,
Vietnamese, Greek,
Thai

sold: Simplified
Chinese, Estonian,
Lithuanian, Korean

In the Tree
Hollows

Inventions
sold: Simplified
Chinese, Russian,
Turkish, Greek,
Hunagarian,
Vietnamese, Thai,
Finnish

sold: Simplified
Chinese, Estonian,
Korean

mission

the story of
Heal the Body
sold: Simplified
Chinese, Ukrainian

The Story of
the Aeroplane
sold: Simplified
Chinese, Bulgarian,
Russian, Ukrainian,
Turkish, Vietnamese

Save the
Planet

The Story of
the Car

sold: Simplified
Chinese, Maltese,
Mongolian

sold: Complex
Chinese, Polish,
Russian, Simplified
Chinese, Ukrainian,
Bulgarian, Italian,
French, Korean for
Korea, Lithuanian,
Turkish, Vietnamese

a great train of adventure
Across
7 Continents

Animals
of the World

sold: Simplified
Chinese, Greek,
Italian, Russian,
Vietnamese

sold: Simplified
Chinese, Greek,
Italian, Russian,
Vietnamese
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